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Vacuum Fuel Pump Kit

Thank you for buying this product and supporting our work to bring you the best products for your bike!
Step 1.
Remove the tank.
Remove the 3 main Allen suspension bolts of the tank; 1in front of the gas cap and 2 behind the tank covers.
Then remove the horn cover on the left side of the tank where you can undo the horn and fuel level indicator.
Next step is to undo the fuel lines. Undo the left side quick coupling, then undo the lines at the fuel cocks by
removing the clips. Now your tank is free to be removed.

1 Drill by the yellow mark

Now you can remove all of the stock fuel lines attached to the tank
including the stock fuel pump. The only fuel line retained is the
one leading to the carburetors where the quick coupling is
attached. Remove the quick coupling, this will not be used. Be
sure to save the heat protection from the connection pipe between
the tank halves, this will be used again in Step 3.

Step 2.
Installing the pump.

2 Align the pump and mark up 2nd hole

The pump is installed flush on the air box at the rear left side with
the 2 big-thread screws. Drill a 4mm hole in the bottom left side of
the air box according to the picture. Be careful not to drill too
deep. Only let the drill penetrate a few millimeters!
Now it is time to attach the fuel pump. Screw in the bottom screw
where you drilled the hole and position the fuel pump level in
order to mark up the second hole for drilling. Mark the hole and
drill the second 4mm hole. Careful not to let the drill in too deep, a
few mm is enough! Now you can attach the pump properly.
Careful not to overtighten since it´s plastic.

2 Route the fuel lines

Now it’s time to attach the vacuum line of the pump which is the
6 o’clock short bottom pipe attached to the pump. Here you use
the stock SAS (Secondary Air System) connection found on the
right side of the intake tract, exchange this with the right side M6
bolt to block it and then attach the connector to the left side and
attach the vacuum line. Screw this down fairly tight to assure
correct seal.
Fish out the carburetor fuel line that you removed the quick
coupling from and connect this to the left fuel pump connector
facing forward marked . This needs to be screwed down fairly
tight, but be careful not to harm the hose since the stock fuel lines
are of fairly low quality.
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Step 3.
Installing the fuel lines.
Time to install the tubing. Use the stock heat
protection that you removed from the stock tubing
and mount over the right side B pipe. Then attach
the B pipe to the dual suspension points
underneath the fan arrangement, making sure the
heat protection is in between.

Now you can route the C side of the fuel line to the intake of the fuel pump. We have found big differences in
production between bikes regarding space for the routing, though we recommend following the frame tubes on
the inside from the T all the way to the intake of the pump in order to keep the fuel line protected. After routing
the fuel line you can attach it to the fuel pump.
Remount the tank reversing the steps in Step 1. Attach left-side A and right-side B of the fuel line to the respective
fuel cocks. You can choose to use the hose clamps attached in the kit or the stock wire clamps.
To end the installation, recheck and tighten all connections before firing it up. Unless you have drained the
carburetor system the bike should start right up. If the system has been drained it will require quite a bit of
cranking to get the fuel pressure up.
With the removal of the stock fuel pump, you are left with a spare fused power connection to be used at your
disposal. GPS power? Power socket?

We hope that you will enjoy your new fuel pump and that the added enduro capability (no more stalling),
easier removal of the tank as well as the greatly improved reliability will make it easier to live with your
SuperEnduro!
.
DISCLAIMER: Raid Designs takes no responsibility for any damage that might occur due to the installation this product.
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UPDATE: Known issues regarding vacuum fuel pump installation:
High speed surge or miss


Should you experience a high-speed surge or miss when racing the engine hard, you might have to drill out the
vacuum connector on the inlet tract of the rear cylinder to improve vacuum

Flooding


We have gotten reports of fuel pumps flooding the engines on certain occasions such as with full tanks on trailers
or standing in the sun with open fuel taps. Fuel fills up the rear cylinder and the engine won’t crank. Should you
experience this, rocking it back and forth in top gear will get the fuel out of the cylinder. Also removing the rear
spark plug, staying well clear of the hole and cranking the engine will let the fuel out. As a precaution, always close
the fuel taps over night or when letting it stand for long periods of time or when transporting the bike on a trailer.

Over-heating


We have had a few customers reporting over-heating/boiling fuel when using it in extreme temperature such as in
Argentina or in the deserts of Africa with temps of 40 degrees Celsius. This is in conjunction with black Safari-tanks
heating up the fuel. Insulating the fuel leads and pump with alu foil/wrapping will lower temps and remedy this. If
this is not enough, also insulating the big areas of the black Safari tanks often will do the trick as they tend to get
very hot.
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